
Spredway  ®
G R A I N     S P R E A D E R S

The features you want: In a size you need:
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The most reliable grain spreader you  - 3000 bph, ½ 
can buy. hp motor, fits up to 33’ dia. bins.

Pre-spread disc and inner ring help  - 
provide even spreading. The optional 3000 - 5000 bph, ¾ hp motor, fits up 
pre-spread funnel further enhances to 48’ bins.
even spreading.

 - 
Totally-enclosed, continuous-duty 5000 - 7000 bph, 1 ½ hp motor, fits 
motors mounted outside spreader up to 60’ dia. bins.
cone for optimum performance.

Standard Spredway

High-Capacity Spredway

Super High-Capacity Spredway



The Best-Selling Grain Spreader - Spredway

Grain Flow is Unobstructed Rigid Mounting Brackets
+

+

Easily Adjustable Pan
+

+

+
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Dependable
+

+

Uniform Grain Flow
+

Exclusive Pre-Spread Funnel

Totally Enclosed, High-Horsepower Motor

There are no motors or gear boxes inside the Special, two-piece 
spreader funnel to hamper grain flow. design allows for vertical 
Mounting the motor outside of the spreader cone and horizontal 
prevents warm grain from overheating the motor. adjustment to level the 

spreader. 
The rigid mount prevents 

The angle of the Spredway spreader pan can be spreader movement. 
easily adjusted from the top to control the grain Additional hanger 
distribution pattern. brackets are available for 
The handle is easily accessible, unlike other mounting in bins that are 
spreaders which must be adjusted from below the not compatible with the 
unit or with a special tool. rigid brackets.
Adjusting the pan matches the grain spread 
distance to different bin diameters.
A Split Spreader Pan 
(standard) divides the grain 
discharge resulting in a 
more evenly balanced flow, The simple design of the Spredway includes a 
which makes the spreader machined pulley to ensure that the drive belt remains 
operate more smoothly. in position under the heaviest grain flow conditions. 

No gearbox and a minimum of moving parts make 
Spredway the most dependable grain spreader you 
can buy.

The pre-spread disc and Permanently-lubricated bearings eliminate climbing 
ring, standard on all the bin to grease bearings or oil gears.
Spredways, combine to 
create a uniform flow of 
grain to the spread pan Most problems with uneven spreading occur when grain 
for even spreading. does not fall into the center of the grain spreader. The 

Sukup Pre-Spread Funnel is an optional accessory that 
directs grain to the center of 
the Spredway’s pre-spread 
disc, creating even and 
uniform spreading action.

All Sukup Spredways are equipped with heavy-duty, 
high-horsepower motors to ensure optimum 
performance. Horsepower ratings for the different 
models are listed in the chart below.
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Outstanding features have made the reliable Sukup Spredway #1!

Spredway   Specifications®

Spredway Model

Standard
High Cap.
Super High Cap.*

Capacity - 
bu/hr

up to 3000
3000 - 5000
5000 - 7000

Motor Size

½ hp
¾ hp

1 ½ hp

Pre-Spread 
disc dia.

3 ½”
3 ½”

8”

Spreader 
Pan Style

Split
Split
Split

Motor 
Pulley Dia.

1 ¾" 
2 ¼" 
2 ¼" 

Cone

19" x 12"
19" x 12"
19" x 13"

Bin Dia.

18' - 33’
24' - 48'
36' - 60'
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Distribution
Centers
Located In:

Arcola, IL 61910
980 E. State Rte.
217-268-3026

Aurora, NE 68818
1705 Hwy. 34 E.
402-694-5922

Defiance, OH 43512
7724 Rte. 66 N.
419-784-9871

Jonesboro, AR 72403
5917 E. Johnson Ave.
870-932-7547

Cameron, MO 64429
7426 NE 352nd St.

Watertown, SD 57201
2701 Piper Ave.
605-882-6697
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*Super High Cap Spredway is painted, not galvanized. Specifications are subject to change.


